Customer testimonial
Pulse MedTech Group (www.pulseeng.com)
- a global leader in the design of advanced miniature components
and solutions for hearing Instruments and advanced acoustics medical devices - has been using Microsoft Dynamics AX since version
2.0 - with more than 600 users from 10 countries running 24/7 on
the same central system placed in Denmark, Pulse MedTech Group
is one of the largest and most experienced Microsoft Dynamics AX
installations in the world.
Being global with customer speciﬁc production in Far East and
Europe, sales in Europe and the US, the demand for fast and
reliable inventory information has increased signiﬁcantly over the
recent years. This global operation requires 24/7 live operation
as there are active users working on the system 24 hours a day 7
days a week. Before implementing Inventory II there was a huge
problem with the daily Master schedule because the production
plan was not known at the beginning of the day in Far East,

simply because the standard AX Master scheduling was not able
to generate the data based on the European and US daily sales
during the ”night” between closing in the US and opening in the
Far East. Thus there was a really strong demand for being able to
run Master scheduling during daily operation with no downsides
such as blocking locks and performance impact.

So when asked: Why did you invest in
Inventory II? - It-manager Frits Correl says:
We invested in Inventory II because of 24/7 capabilities, major
improved performance, no blocking locks, strong reconciliation
functionality, cost price alert functionality, and of course real-time
calculated cost prices.
After implementation of Inventory II Pulse MedTech Group again
knows at the beginning of the day in Far East what to produce due
to Inventory II’s 24/7 capabilities and performance optimization.

The Inventory II™ module for Microsoft Dynamics™ AX is an extension to the standard Inventory module. Inventory II™ applies
to companies looking for advanced inventory management or high scale transaction volume capabilities. Inventory II™ is available
for 3.0, 4.0, 2009 and 2012 versions of Microsoft Dynamics™ AX.

And when asked: What about performance?
- Frits Correl says: It runs like ”Grease Lighting” - after
implementation of Inventory II our average CPU load is
between 1%-4% compared to 10%-20% before implementation of Inventory II – the daily Master scheduling is executing in less than 2 hours compared with 7 hours before
Inventory II implementation and our daily on-line inquiries
are responding with on-hand information with no delay at
all. Furthermore the heavy Inventory value reports execute
with a speed you won’t believe until you have seen it with
your own eyes. Frits Correl continues: this is all because of
the brilliant Watermark technology which ensures that the
number of open transactions is kept at a very low level
even though we have a huge number of daily transactions
in the system.

Business System Manager Christian Hessing
is further adding that after implementation of Inventory II
General ledger / Inventory reconciliation is done with far
less internal resources than used to be spent on this very
boring task.

Finally both Christian Hessing and Frits
Correl are mentioning that being able to skip the traditional inventory monthly closing gives them one weekend
per months to be with their families instead of being with
the Pulse family – so that’s of course also a great beneﬁt of
the Inventory II implementation.
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